An identifiable jazz scene has emerged and
is developing in the central West Virginia region, an area called “America’s Jazz Crossroads” by the West Virginia Jazz Society.
2016 saw two “Jazz Stroll” events in
Clarksburg, a “Jazz Walk” in Elkins, plus shows
with outstanding artists in venues in Buckhannon, Morgantown, Fairmont, Bridgeport and Shinnston.
Local jazz artists played with and around
certifiable stars of the genre such as Greg
Abate, Chuck and Robert Redd, Vince
Lewis, Marshall Keys, Zak Brock, Dave
Braham, Sharon Clark and a long list of others.
Pairings like West Virginia Wesleyan
Jazz Program Director and trumpeter, Dr.
James Moore, with veteran “road warrior”
and sax man, Abate, became more common.
Long established venues like Elkins’ El
Gran Sabor continue to turn out quality performances at the same time Got Jazz!, a “pop
up” venue in the PWA Event Center in
Clarksburg showcases top talent in a wide variety of styles.
Lewis County Teacher of the Year, Adam
Loudin, is doing remarkable things in jazz
education working with the prestigious Manchester Craftsman Guild from Pittsburgh.
Loudin’s students receive instruction by truly
world class educators including Paul Thomp-
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ROUND ‘BOUT MIDNIGHT - Reggie Watkins
(trombone) sits in with Steve Rudolph (piano),
Mark Cappellini (drums) and Victor Dvoskin (bass)

son, Roger Humphries, Tom Wendt, Eric
DeFade and Jeff Bush, to name just a few.
In a very real sense, Loudin’s students are
receiving instruction on a par with that provided in prestigious institutions like Julliard in
New York City or Berklee in Boston.
There are student jam sessions of very
high quality every other Tuesday night at the
88 Restaurant in Buckhannon and every
Thursday night during the WVU semester in
Morgantown’s West Virginia Brewing Co.
The jams are frequently led by area professionals like WVU’s Director of Jazz Programs, Jared Sims and Kyle Andrews from
Wesleyan.
See JAZZ TOGETHERNESS Page 2
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The Dominion Foundation, the charitable
arm of Dominion Resources Services, Inc.
based in Richmond,
VA,
has
awarded
$5000 in a grant to a
nonprofit group based
in Weston, WV.
The West Virginia Jazz Society received the grant to “support the Holiday
Jazz Weekend” in Harrison County held
December 9-10, 2016, according to an
award letter from Robert C. Orndorff, Jr.,
Dominion’s State Policy Director for West
Virginia.
Holiday Jazz Weekend was as held in
Clarksburg and Bridgeport and featured

10 different live jazz performances over
two nights offered with no cover charge.
“The West Virginia Jazz Society is very
grateful for this generous investment by
the Dominion Foundation,” said Bob
Workman, WVJS Treasurer. “With this
support, we will be able to reinvest in the
central West Virginia jazz scene, especially in the area of student outreadh.”
The West Virginia Jazz Society is a
nonprofit public charity under IRS 501C3
regulations, and all donations and grants
are tax deductible.
WVJS programming features top WVbased jazz artists and nationally and internationally acclaimed artists performing
in venues adapted to the jazz listening
experience. Info at WVJazzSociety.com.

The business community is responding
in more significant and demonstrative
ways by making contributions but also by
serving on committees, commissions and
advisory boards dedicated to developing
the region’s cultural portfolio.
Harry Green Chevrolet and Cava
Banko accountants recently added their
support to a new event, Benedum Jazz,
held in Bridgeport on the second night of
Holiday Jazz Weekend. With an advertising grant from the Greater Bridgeport
Convention
&
Visitors
Bureau,
Benedum Jazz attracted scores of jazz
fans as well as providing some very positive holiday imagery for Bridgeport. The
small plates dining provided by Mia Margherita was exceptional and drew praise.

Grant is always a big part of the picture with any nonprofit organization and
that’s no different for jazz promoters.
The ability of WVJS to attract the attention and interest from major grant funding
entities is growing.
The CAFARO Corporation sought WVJS
out to receive their arts support grant,
and additional grant announcements are
anticipated in the near future.
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The 2017 membership program for the
West Virginia Jazz Society provides both
tangible and ethereal benefits to those
who donate.
The actual face value of the benefits
exceeds the amount of the donation so
supporters who commit early are making
a wise investment in culture and entertainment.
For a $50 annual donation, donors will
receive a thank you gift of two free VIP
tickets to two live jazz shows, and $5 discount on selected shows during the year.
One set of tickets is to the April 22
performance by Dr. Monika Herzig in Jazz
at Charles Pointe, the original WVJS “pop
up” nightclub in the Bridgeport Conference Center. Face value is $30, $15 per
ticket. See ad on the right of this article.
The second set of tickets is to Jazz
Italiano! on August 25 in Clarksburg with
sax legend, Greg Abate, and Italian jazz
accordionist, Simone Baron.
They will be joined by Randraiz Wharton on B-3 organ, Lee McKinney on
drums, and Ryan Kennedy on guitar.
Face value for Jazz Italiano! shows is
$30, $15 per ticket.
Advance tickets good for entire night.
All donors will also receive an expanded
on-line edition of Improvisation, the
newsletter of the West Virginia Jazz Society, early notification of shows, VIP seating assistance, and a warm and fuzzy
feeling for having helped out.
For more info and to receive your
WVJS membership kit, contact: 304-5179813 or member@WVJazzSociety.com.
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Virtually every biopic about a creative genius
suffers from the same fundamental problem:
Creative genius doesn’t lend itself well to
dramatization. If the subject is a famous writer, for
example, there’s not much excitement in showing
her tapping away at a keyboard (or staring glumly
into space, which is what writers do most of the
time).
Movies about actors and musicians are generally
a bit more dynamic, since there’s an element of
performance involved, but they also suffer much
more from the limits of impersonation.
These inherent drawbacks force biopics to largely
ignore their subjects’ actual work—which is to say,
the reason why anyone was interested in them in
the first place—in favor of their personal lives, the
details of which rarely transcend cliché. So give Don
Cheadle credit for innovation, at least: His Miles
Davis biopic (which he directed, co-wrote, and stars
in), Miles Ahead, tackles the problem head-on…
by inventing cinematic things for Davis to do when
he’s not playing music, including ludicrous car
chases and gunfights.
Cheadle goes so far as to set the film’s presenttense narrative sometime during the late 1970s,
when Davis was essentially retired (and living on a
massive retainer from his label, Columbia Records).
Wandering about his New York apartment in a drugfueled haze, he does little apart from make angry
calls to radio stations playing his old work and
hallucinate visions of his ex-wife, Frances (Emayatzy
Corinealdi)—though there’s a single reel-to-reel tape
of recent session work, which Columbia is
understandably eager to acquire.
That tape eventually turns into the movie’s
MacGuffin after a Rolling Stone reporter named Dave
Braden (Ewan McGregor) shows up at Davis’ door,
saying that he’s been assigned to write the
musician’s big comeback story. Braden tries to steal
the tape at one point, but it instead winds up in the
hands of another trumpet player’s sinister manager
(Michael Stuhlbarg), who plans to… sell it on the
black market? Wait several decades and sell it to
Martin Shkreli? It’s not really clear. In interviews,
Cheadle has said that he intended this almost wholly
fictional
storyline
(even
Braden,
the Rolling
Stone writer, is made up) to capture an idea of Miles
Davis, as a welcome alternative to the usual practice
of merely skimming over a few biographical
highlights.
That’s admirable in theory, and it sort
of works for a little while, though Cheadle hedges his
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’bets with repeated flashbacks to Davis in the ‘40s
&50s—material that’s focused mostly on his tempestuous relationship with Frances, and which resembles every other biopic of a legendary musician ever
made. Eventually, though, the whole stolen-tape
saga—which does indeed find Davis and Braden driving frantically through the streets of New York, exchanging gunfire with bad guys—gets to be just
plain silly. Avoiding monotony and cliché is one
thing; turning Miles Davis’ life story into a lame
buddy movie about the adventures of a monomaniacal badass and his dorky sidekick is another. At
times, Miles Ahead feels like it should have been
made in the ’80s, with Gregory Hines and Billy Crystal in the lead roles.
That’s a shame, because Cheadle demonstrates
some talent behind the camera, especially in the
film’s deliberately jagged leaps from present to past
and back again (which often pivot off of violent
movement in the frame). He’s also predictably charismatic as Davis, capturing the man’s raspy voice,
hard stare, and infinite swagger. Had Miles
Ahead taken a different unorthodox approach—
focusing exclusively on Davis’ lost years, for example, without all the pseudo-gangster nonsense—
Cheadle’s performance alone might well have made
the result worthwhile. Instead, his onscreen electricity gets continually short-circuited by the sheer idiocies of the story in one timeframe and by the usual
biopic quagmire (burnout, drug abuse, shouting
matches with an abused spouse, etc.) in the other.
This genre’s minefield is almost unavoidable, no
matter how strenuously one tries to find a unique
path through it. Cheadle did try. Give him credit for
that.
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HUNTINGTON - Beginning in 2018, Marshall
University will be home
to the Ellis Marsalis
International Jazz Piano Competition, according to a release
from the university.
The new triennial
event was announced
by Marshall President
Jerome Gilbert on Jan.
6 at The Jazz Education Network Conference in New Orleans.
The event honors
the 82-year-old News
Orleans-based pianist
and educator, who also
is father to noted jazz
musicians
Branford,
Wynton, Delfeayo and Jason Marsalis.In addition
to the international competition every three
years, Marshall's College of Arts and Media and
jazz studies program will host the Ellis Marsalis
Summer Jazz Festival annually following the Jazz
-MU-Tazz Summer Jazz Camp.
The inaugural piano competition will be in
2018, following the 20th annual Jazz-MU-Tazz
camp and festival.Marsalis, who in 2011 was
named a National Education in the Arts Jazz
Master, said the legacy of jazz music has had
many people deserving of namesake recognitions.
"I am honored to have this competition
named after me, because with it we are able to
highlight a different part of the musical history
that is important to jazz, from the music of Harold Battiste and James Black, to the other musicians who had to play a myriad of forms just to
survive daily as musicians in New Orleans," Marsalis said. "This is not just about me, but them
as well. It's important to all musicians, far and
wide."
A longtime jazz fan, Gilbert said he thinks the
competition and festival will attract talent and
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attention to Marshall.
"By being blessed with this name of Ellis
Marsalis, I think it will bring some of the best
performers to Marshall," Gilbert said. "I saw
such excitement from jazz musicians and students at the JEN conference, and I think that
level of excitement will continue in Huntington
with this festival and competition."
Dr. Martin Saunders, director of jazz studies and professor of trumpet at Marshall, said
Marsalis' work in education and his seal of approval is incomparable. Marsalis has taught at
the University of New Orleans, as well as the
New Orleans Center for Creative Arts and Xavier University of Louisiana.
"Ellis Marsalis has been such a huge icon in
jazz music and as the patriarch of the Marsalis
family, but even bigger is his work in jazz education for many, many years," Saunders said.
"From their capabilities to assemble performance programs from other National Education in the Arts Jazz Masters like Tony Bennett, and to dedicate facilities that allow students to truly interact and be engaged as complete musicians - Marshall is just a good fit,"
Marsalis said.

